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1 INTRODUCTION
A lot of intermediate data has to be stored or transferred for fur-
ther analysis, visualization, check-pointing, debugging, etc. while
executing neural network models. Predictive neural network is a
predictive coding based deep convolutional neural network which
learns to predict future frames of a video sequence. PredNet [1] is
such an architecture which is trained to predict the future move-
ment of objects.Large intermediate I/O transfer can make these
phases slower [2]. To accelerate the simulation process, different
data compression algorithms can be applied on the intermediate
data. But existing compression algorithms show a low compression
ratio for such kind of random evenly distributed data. As a result,
achieving significant I/O acceleration is not possible with existing
compressors. Delta encoding can improve the performance of ex-
isting compression algorithms for the intermediate data generated
by the deep predictive neural networks.
Delta encoding is the technique that stores the values between
successive time frames or samples instead of storing the actual
data itself. Delta encoding is more useful when the change is small
between consecutive samples in the original data. In the domain
of predictive neural network, successive images have a very sub-
tle difference. Moreover, the difference between original data and
corresponding predicted data is also small enough to generate a
smooth series of delta data which helps the compressing algorithms
like Burrows-Wheeler transform [3] and encoding algorithms like
Huffman encoding [4] work better. Our observation shows that in
case of time evolutional data, on average, more than 60% of the delta
absolute values fall within a very short range making the values
highly concentrated. In Figure 1, we can see that out of 50380800
delta values around 31722784 absolute values of delta fall within
the range of absolute value 0 to 25. Our goal is to design a lossy
delta technique which can take the advantage of locality of inter-
mediate image frame data. For this, we will consider two types of
delta values based on the similarity of original values. Temporal
delta values are the difference between corresponding RGB values
in two different time steps, whereas Spatial delta values consider
the difference between two adjacent values.
For our evaluation purpose, we selected lossless compressor gzip
and error bound lossy compressor SZ [5] to show the impact of our
lossy delta technique on the existing compression algorithms. But
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Figure 1: Distribution of the delta absolute values

it can be used for other compressors also.

2 OUR PROPOSED LOSSY DELTA TECHNIQUE
2.1 Computing Delta
At first, we pass the training image data to PredNet and save the
weights of the model. Then we pass the testing data through the
neural network model to predict the future images based on the
weights. From the predicted values and actual data we compute
two kinds of delta values error delta and frame delta.

2.2 Preprocessing delta values
Our original values are points with 3 integer components each
within the range of 0 to 255. But our predicted values can also be
points with float components as the neural network often predict
non-integer values. As a result when we compute the delta values,
the values can be any floating point number within the range of
-255 to 255. In the preprocessing phase of our delta technique, we
round the floating RGB delta values and convert them to simple



integer values in order to make the values more suitable for our
delta technique with a trivial amount of data loss.

2.3 Density-based Spatial Delta Encoding
Image data have a high spatial similarity which can also reflect in
the delta values we obtain from the series of image frames. General
technique for spatial delta encoding is to take the difference of all
the image pixel components from their previous pixel components
and store them. The drawback of this technique is, if there is a wide
range of delta values then this sort of encoding might give large
codes than the delta values itself. So we propose a density-based
approach. In our density-based approach, we detect cluster of delta
values with high density and only apply spatial delta encoding on
that cluster of values. In this way, we avoid storing the large spatial
delta values. For decoding purpose, we store the starting and ending
indices of those cluster of values.

2.4 Partition-based Entropy Coding phase
We know from our initial observation that the delta RGB values in
our case are mostly small and highly recurrent. We can take advan-
tage of this recurrent nature of data by applying variable length
entropy coding to the positive integer values. For our variable-
length entropy coding we assign the lowest length codes to the
most recurrent integers and higher length codes to less recurring
integers. We have also used partitioning for the encoding process
to optimize the space complexity further.

3 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
3.1 Experimental Setup
We use four different datasets for the performance measurement of
our delta technique. These are as follows:
KITTI [6]: It is an autonomous driving dataset which contains the
benchmarks for odometry and 3D object detection.
Spring8: This is image dataset obtained from X-ray Photon Corre-
lation Spectroscope (XPCS) experiment
VicPark [7]: Victoria Park is video sequence captured in the Vic-
toria Park, Sydeney with a path length of 4KM
Malaga :Malaga Dataset 2013 contains different urban scenarios
of city of Malaga, Spain.
For our experiments,The RGB values obtained directly from the
image sequences are stored in original file.Temporal delta file
is the file that contains the differences between consecutive time-
frames. Preprocess file is the state that we achieve after applying
our preprocessing approaches technique on the temporal delta val-
ues. DEC contains the delta values after passing them through the
Density based spatial encoding phase.PEC contains the delta values
after passing them through the Partitioned entropy encoding phase.

3.2 Experimental Results
For evaluation, we compare the compression ratios of different
compression algorithms with and without our delta technique.

Dataset gzip gzip with delta Improvement
Spring8 35.5149554 58.55156401 1.7x
Malaga 13.11531169 27.26107203 2.1x
Victoria 33.62121531 42.85460438 1.3x
Kitti 4.509 6.430111798 1.4x

Table 1: Compression ratio comparison of gzip and gzipwith
lossy delta technique

Dataset SZ SZ with delta Improvement
Spring8 206.601108 586.2323 2.83X
Malaga 112.964959 156.449422 1.42X
Victoria 408.5537 436.844733 1.12X
Kitti 68.954616 76.06574 1.10X

Table 2: Compression ratio comparison of SZ and SZ with
lossy delta technique

We also evaluated the average error for our proposed lossy delta
technique . Our evaluation shows that our approach adds a trivial
amount of errors which are 4%, 3%, 4% and 2% for different datasets.

4 CONCLUSION
In this research poster, we present a Deep Neural Network based
lossy delta technique that leverages the time evolutional nature of
the image data sequences generated by scientific simulations and
helps the existing compression techniques perform better in respect
of compression ratio incurring an average error smaller than the
average errors of existing lossy compression techniques. However,
to achieve our ultimate goal, we have to accelerate our encoding
and decoding process using distributed GPUs to contribute to the
compression/decompression time as well as compression ratio.
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